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	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept explanations, best practice tips, and links to working book examples.



	In Detail


	There's a lot of data in our world, and visual representations are often the best method of making sense of it all. Yet, it should not take an army of programmers and analysts to create visualizations in order to make data useful. The Google Visualization API is accessible to novice and advanced programmers alike, making data useful to more people.


	"Google Visualization API Essentials" will show you how to create interactive data displays with very little code. The API, combined with Google Spreadsheets and Fusion Tables, is a complete system, from data management to analytical displays. Not only is it simple to learn, but the Google Visualization API can also be viewed as a first step to learning additional Google APIs.


	"Google Visualization API Essentials" uses both methodology overviews and hands-on examples with real data to introduce chart and graph creation on the Google platform. Topics are presented from various aspects, including Google Spreadsheets and Fusion Tables, and Graphic User Interfaces. An overview of the various API development environments available to developers is also covered. Basic and advanced charts, data source connectivity, style formatting, and publishing options are also explored in depth.


	"Google Visualization API Essentials" brings the arsenal of Google Visualizations into the web developer toolkit.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Quickly launch a graph, chart, or map as an application, without the heavy-duty development environment.
	
		Create a variety of interactive graphs from spreadsheet or database data.
	
		Learn the Google API environment through Visualizations, and then apply the same concepts to other Google APIs.
	
		Give users control over data viewing with Interactive Chart Dashboards, or let them style the visualization themselves with Chart Editor.
	
		Discover Google Refine, a data-cleaning tool not just for visualization data.
	
		Use Google Fusion Tables as a Google Map data source.
	
		Embed a visualization in Google Spreadsheets using Apps Script API integration.
	
		Customize visualization colors, fonts, titles, and chart styles.
	
		Visualize your data over time with timeline and animation features.



	Approach


	This book is a step-by-step tutorial full of diagrams, core concept explanations, best practice tips, and links to working book examples.


	Who this book is written for


	This book will show you how create web-ready data visualizations using Google's infrastructure. Some HTML knowledge is the only requirement, although some JavaScript knowledge is also helpful.
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The Myc Gene: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2013

	Myc controls multiple cellular functions, including cell proliferation, growth, differentiation and death, both directly and indirectly, through its modulation of downstream transcriptional programs. In The Myc Gene: Methods and Protocols, experts in the field summarize the standard and novel techniques that allow the studying of Myc...
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AppleScript (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Developers will advance their AppleScript skills easily with this guide


	Part of the Developer Reference series, this book is packed with professional secrets for designing and building automated solutions with AppleScript, the powerful, system-level scripting language built into every Mac. Programmers will discover new ways...
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The Art of Objects: Object-Oriented Design and ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000

	Examines the the static and dynamic practical object design patterns, using Unified Modeling Language. Topics include object creation and destruction and other object design fundamentals, persistent objects and object-related mapping, and relationship loops. Softcover. DLC: Object-oriented methods (Computer science).

...
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Java EE 6 with GlassFish 3 Application ServerPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a practical guide with a very user-friendly approach. It aims to speed up the reader in Java EE 6 development. All major Java EE 6 APIs and the details of the GlassFish 3 server are covered followed by examples of its use. If you are a Java developer and wish to become proficient with Java EE 6, then this book is for you. You are...
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A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented ProgrammingCRC Press, 2007
I am an admitted object-oriented fanatic. I have been designing and implementing object-oriented software for more than twenty years. When I started designing and implementing object-oriented MATLAB®, I encountered many detractors. They would say things like “The object model isn’t complete,” “You can’t have public...
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Earthbag Building: The Tools, Tricks and Techniques (Natural Building Series)New Society Publishers, 2004
Over 70 percent of Americans cannot afford to own a code-enforced, contractor-built home. This has led to widespread interest in using natural materials-straw, cob, and earth-for building homes and other buildings that are inexpensive, and that rely largely on labor rather than expensive and often environmentally-damaging outsourced materials....
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